
Year 3 Spring 2 Overview 2022

Week 7 Week 8 Week 9 Week 10 Week 11 Week 12

English Recounts -
Diary of a Killer Cat

Recounts - Diary of a
Killer Cat

Recounts -
‘Tuesday’ (Newspaper

recount)

Recounts - ‘Tuesday’
(Newspaper recount)

New poetry unit (TBC) New poetry unit (TBC)

Spelling /dz/ sound spelt
as ge and dge at
the end of words

Adding -ed, -ing, -er
and -est to a root
word ending in -y
with a consonant

before it

Adding -ed, -ing,
-er, -est, -en and -y
to words ending in

-e with a consonant
before it

Adding -er, -ing, -er, -ed,
-est and -y to words of one

syllable ending in single
consonant letter after a

single vowel letter

Adding s, es and ves

Adding ‘ies’ to nouns
ending in ‘y’ and when

to only add an ‘s’

Adding s, es and ves

Adding ‘ies’ to nouns
ending in ‘y’ and when to

only add an ‘s’

SPaG
Precise adjectives,
verbs and adverbs

Precise adjectives,
verbs and adverbs

Present perfect tense

Adverbs to express
time

Speech punctuation

Adverbs to express time

Speech punctuation

TBC TBC

Reading Blue Penguin and The Perfect Fit

Maths Money Statistics Length and perimeter
Science Forces and Magnets - Learning about what a force is and about magnetic poles. Children will carry out investigations including those

involving friction and magnetism.

P.E. Outdoor Adventurous Activity - Challenges to improve balance, coordination and teamwork

Games Cricket - learning the basic skills of throwing, catching and batting and applying these to small games

Computing Presentation Media – understanding the features of Powerpoint

Geography La Plagne - continuing to compare La Plagne with Southampton, thinking about human and physical features, climate and economy
R.E. Loyalty - learning about loyalty and applying it to daily life and how it is illustrated in Christianity

PDL Building Relationships: ‘Do the right thing’ - Learning about rules and behaving responsibly.
‘Inclusion’ - Exploring similarities and differences

DT Salad Nicoise - designing and creating our own versions of the French classic, but with a twist
French Numbers, Colours and Animals - Children learn more colours, numbers and animals

Music French Folk Songs - Learning to sing and play simple French songs in different parts, using a different types of notation


